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DenMark RACE
A boat with the winning DNA*
Through our obsession with details and strong focus on quality we have engineered the #1 optimist
in the world for the last 40 years.
Our philosophy is: The best materials and the best craftsmanship generate the best boat!
This creates a more costly boat, but less maintenance and better durability makes sure that the
superior sailing performance is retained throughout the boat’s lifetime. This assures a longer life
span – and thereby making Winner an inexpensive boat in the longer term.
For instance, we use the best Gelcoat in the world. This Gelcoat makes us able to give the hull a
much more hydrodynamic surface. We also use fibreglass that is up to 50% more expensive than
other fibreglasses. This gives superior torsion resistance and stiffness.
To make sure that every boat which leaves us is 100% Winner quality, we have invested in the
most high-tech and environment friendly optimist plant in the world. Located in Denmark, our highly
qualified craftsmen are recruited locally and are the best in their field.
In order to prove how much we trust in ourself and our product, we offer
2 years of guarantee on our hulls.

DenMark RACE
IOD hull incl. all fittings and ropes
High-grade fibreglass reinforced polyester
Harken Carbo racing blocks
Low friction mast collar
Padded toe-straps
4 trim plugs in centreboard case
Adjustable elastic system for daggerboard trim
Adjustable maststep
Red airbags with tube
I.M.Form & Register book

Made in Denmark

€1554

DenMark RACEACE

1* The RACE has won more Championships than any other boat

All prices are ex.VAT and ex. works. Subject to changes in rate of exchange and misprint.
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Why you should choose a DenMark RACE
A quality product that will last for years

A Optimist that have won more Championships than other Optimists

High resale value

Winning DNA (build with racing in mind)

Harken blocks

Optiparts fittings

Value for money Optimist
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